Junior Ruiz brings his
hard-nosed style to SJSU’s
baseball diamonds

Feelings of past relationship
warrant a ’Confession’
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plays at BackBeat ...
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Former football coach dies at 69
By Ben Aguirre Jr.
DAILY

STAFF EDITOR

Jack Elway, father of former
Denver Broncos quarterback John
Elway and former Spartan football head coach, died Sunday
morning in Palm Springs at the
age of 69.
"I was in my office this morning (when I found out)," said former Spartan football head coach

Former
Daily
editor
wins
Pulitzer
By Clarissa Aljentera
DAin si \II EDii,e
For more than two decades,
David Willman paid his dues in
journalism, and it paid off Monday when he won the Pulitzer
Prize for investigative reporting.
Willman, a
San Jose State
University
alumnus, is the
first San Jose
State University
reporting
and
editing
major to win a
Pulitzer.
Willman,
who worked on
the
Spartan
Willman
Daily during
the Spring and
Fall semesters of 1977, is an
investigative reporter for the Los
Angeles Times.
Two SJSU alumni photographers, Kim Komenich and Steve
Starr, also won a Pulitzer in
1987 and 1970, respectively.

see PULITZER.
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Your garage and kitchen may
be more dangerous than a toxic
waste dump, warns Wayne Ott.
a Stanford University scientist
who is scheduled to lecturc
Thursday on campus.

PREVI EW
Ott’s speech, "The Role of
Indoor Air Pollution in Human
Exposure to Environmental Pollution," is scheduled for 3 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Ott, an environmental exposure research scientist, said
many of the world’s most dangerous chemical compounds
appear more frequently indoors,
rather than outdoors, contrary
to the "natural assumption."
The problem, he said, is that
people may mistakenly assume
that their homes are safe and
will continue to use harmful
See

Elway
three
weeks ago.
"I
was
shocked,"
Menges said.
"He was a great
coach and a
great guy. It
was a pleasure
to be around
him."
Spartan

Elway

baseball head coach Sam Piraro,
who served as Menges’ assistant,
remembered that in 1979 all the
coaches shared a locker room and
that his locker was next to
Elway’s.
"He was a very outgoing,
friendly person," Piraro said. "He
wanted to know about the other
coaches’ sports and their personal
lives."
Jack Elway’s college coaching

career began at Cal-State Northridge in 1976 before moving on to
SJSU.
Elway served as the head coach
of the Spartan football team from
1979 through 1983, and guided
the SJSU football team to a 35-201 record.
During his five seasons with
the Spartans, Elway led SJSU to
its first victory against a nationally ranked opponent, a 30-22

OTT, Page 8

defeat of then-ranked No. 10 Baylor University.
In 1981, Elway coached the
Spartans to the California Raisin
Bowl.
Elway also coached the Spartans to a 9-8 record against Pacific-10 Conference opponents,
including three consecutive victories against Stanford University.
See

ELWAY, Page 3

It’s a small world after all
Geography class
transforms stone
spheres to globes

Kocina Daily Staff
Sean Tully, left, and Scott Gilliland turned the spheres around
the Seventh Street fountain into globes Monday. Geography

majors were responsible for creating the globes by using chalk
and a large map for International Week.

Page 8

Indoor air
pollution
examined
by speaker
11

Dave Baldwin. "It’s very emotional to me and coaches everywhere.
"He was a father figure. He was
a mentor. He was my friend," he
said. "Not many people can be all
of that at the same time."
Gene Menges, who served as
the Spartan baseball team’s head
coach in 1979
the year when
Jack Elway first signed-on with
San Jose State University said
he was surprised because he saw

By Emily B. Zurich
Dun Simi Flaws
Giant cement spheres surrounding the Seventh Street
plaza fountain were transformed from drab, beige stone to
colorful globes Monday afternoon.
"It’s tight," said Mike Bekly, a
freshman majoring in computer
science. "I like art."
The project was undertaken
for the first time by the senior
seminar in geography class, a
course geared toward geography majors.
The event’s purpose was to
help notify students that
Wednesday through Friday is
International Week on campus.
Written in large letters
alongside a flat map next to the
fountain were the words: "International Week."
The theme for the event is
"Making a Connection," according to Pilar Dixon, the office
manager of the International
House. She added that this
year’s International Week is
scheduled to have job workshops, film festivals and a study
abroad fair.
"International week at SJSU
is a traditional event," said
Marcia Holstrom. a geography
instructor
see GLOBES. Page 3

’Details’ editor highlights 15th Magazine Day
By KtN in Iliguchi

PREVI I \\
Organizers of the 15th annual
Magazine Day said they are trying to reach out to other majors
in addition to the magazine journalism department.
"We wanted to extend Magazine Day beyond just the magazine journalism department."
said Hillary Cargo, a junior don-

ble-majoring in magazine jour
nalism and environmental stud
ies.
The event is scheduled to
begin at 9 a.m. today, with panel
discussions taking place in the
Almaden and Costanoan rooms
of the Student Union, and is fro

Student activists battle
for affordable housing
Karen habilint4
\I, u,siiip
The last time Students for
Justice protested for affordable
housing, San Jose Police officers
arrested about 37 people, including seven San Jose State University student activists.
Activists broke into an abandoned house on South Fifth
Street, the site for San Jose’s
new City Hall, to protest the progressive issue of affordable housing.
Students in the organization
are sponsoring a march with the
Community Homeless Alliance
Ministry for extremely lowincome housing at 6 p.m. today
in front of First Christian
Church at 80 S. Fifth St.

The group plans to march
from the church to City Hall.
where it will present its concerns to the City Council at 7
p.m.
Sundown Hazen, a member of
the organization, said Students
for Justice networks with college:4 in the Bay Area and volunteers its services to the Community Homeless Alliance Ministry.
"The city has some messed-up
politics in the view of homeless,"
Hazen said. "They are the people
that make up the city."
Students for Justice demands
an even balance, he said.
Hazen said the city of San
Jose subsidized about $3.5 million for the new apartments on
See

PROTEST, Page 8

Peres

and open to all
majors.
The event is
scheduled
to
start at 9 a.m.
The keynote
speaker, Daniel
Peres. is scheduled to speak
at 1 p.m. in the
Loma Prieta
room of the

Student Union.
Both Cargo and Kemberly
Gong, the event co-chairs, said
the event will have art/photography design panel discussions in
the Almaden room from 9 a.m. to
10:15 a.m. with freelance photographers, including Brad Mangin
from Sports Illustrated.
Mangin is an alumnus who
graduated in December 1988
and shot the cover photo of Feb-

ruary 12, 2001 issue of Sports
Illustrated.
The panel was designed to
attract students from the photography, graphic design and art
department, Cargo said.
There will also be panels for
online writing happening simultaneously in the Costanoan
room, said Kellie Chittenden, a
tier

MAG DAY, rage 3

SPRIT-NG- FRONI THE NI01,1)
Industrial studies major
Kyle Ellison uses a torch
to heat a metal piece used
in a process called "spruing." The process involves
making a wax object, such
as a ring or bracelet, and
placing it in a plaster mold.
The mold is then heated,
and the wax melts, leaving
behind a cavity in the plaster that is the exact same
shape. The sprus are the
piping through which liquid
metal is fed into a plaster
cavity to create a metal
object.
liristopher Gainey
Daily Staff
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Coming to terms with betrayal and heartache

Letters
Church visits don’t
determine values
Religion is a really touchy subject. I must agree
with some aspects of "Holy Week emphasizes
religion’s importance," written by Christina
Lucarotti in the April 10 issue of the Spartan Daily.
However, I can’t agree with most of it. I’m sure some
people don’t attend church because of "confusion
regarding particular beliefs," etc.
But my question is: Does going to church determine how much faith one has? Do I need to go to
church every Sunday and pray to prove myself worthy of God?
I don’t believe so. I am a religious person, and I
don’t attend church every Sunday. I don’t believe that
my faith is measured in how many Sundays I go to
church.
I know many people who happen to be active
churchgoers but who don’t practice the values of the
religion in their daily life. Don’t misunderstand, I
just think that going to church should not determine
your amount of faith or the depth of your beliefs.
Going to church does not automatically make you
a saint or even a good person. I believe it is day-today decisions, actions and relationships with others
that make up a good person, not whether you attend
Mass.
Tatiana Brasil
freshman
international business

n the path to adulthood, I’ve
managed to become reliably
neurotic, perpetually tardy
and ever so slightly jaded.
Although I anticipated having to
calm my dramatic antics and limit
my lateness, I had planned on
remaining bitter.
Bitterness somehow seemed
glamorous, like a 1930s movie star.
I associated it with privilege. A
woman has to earn the right to be
jaded, and I felt I deserved a Purple
Heart for surviving a broken one.
On numerous occasions, I have
casually mentioned wanting to run
into my ex-boyfriend with my car
and have confessed daydreams of
vandalizing his property.
I have questioned his intelligence
and accused him of immaturity.
I wrote a column several months
ago with an undertone of resentment
strong enough that a professor I had
never met called me into his office to
discuss my lack of faith in love.
More recently, someone asked me
what my ex had done that was so bad
as to warrant an unending grudge.
"He broke up with me," I said,
thinking, "Isn’t that enough?"
But I began to feel it wasn’t
enough. I began having trouble justifying my anger. The relationship had
ended more than a year ago.
1?

Kashmiri letter gives
one-sided argument

CHRISTINA
LUCAROTTI

I was doing better than ever. And,
the burden of being mad at someone
was tiresome.
Still, I had become comfortable
with my anger. It was like an old
friend with whom I had invested a
great deal of time.
I didn’t want that relationship to
end. The pain would be too great.
So rather than force myself to do
something I arguably wasn’t ready
for, I decided not to let go of feeling
betrayed.
Despite the fact that my closest
friends are happily married, I kept
warning people against serious
involvements.
"Why risk the heartache?" I would
reason. I wore this anti-trust attitude like armor.
Intending to protect myself from
the enemy, I became skeptical of
everyone.
I started squinting my eyes,

scrunching my forehead and questioning people’s sincerity.
At some point, my subconscious
began to war with my conscious.
In a dream, I confronted my ex.
But instead of saying all the horrible
things I had planned on saying if our
paths ever crossed, I asked him how
he was.
"Very unlike me," I thought upon
awaking.
Then at 1:30 a.m. on my way
home from a date, I found myself driving to his house to have a pleasant
chat.
I turned my car around before
reaching his exit. Purposely, I
ignored my intuition, which was
screaming, "It’s time to move on."
I’ve tried to disregard my
instincts before, but it has never
worked out.
As if the cosmos were plotting
against me, I received a letter, a
handwritten letter of apology from
my ex-boyfriend, who apparently
had an epiphany.
I would like to say that I instantly felt compelled to forgive him, that
my heart flooded with kindness and
every evil thought I had ever had
was washed away.
In actuality, I spent the next 24
hours trying to figure out what to
make of such blatant honesty and

NOW RERE’S MY FLAK FOR Pdrit4 PEr4filk.
SOCIAI SECdRITY RAPS

MARKEr

r
s’

is in response to Rajiv Prinja’s Letter to the
This
Editor published April 16. Pakistan was created as a last resort by the Muslim Minority of
India, which was facing political and social oblivion
at the hands of the tyrannical Hindu majority. At
this time, Kashmir was being ruled by a Hindu
Maharaja, while the majority of his subjects were
Muslims.
What Prinja forgets to quote is that Lord Mountbatten officially pressed the Maharaja to join the
dominion of Pakistan. It is interesting how the "different view" often means absence of facts. This is
mentioned on the very next page of the same book
that Prinja mentions.
Days following the partition, Pakistan was
deprived of its vital district of Gurdaspur, which had
t,he.unly.physical link of India with Kashmir, making
the Indian invasion imminent.
’ At the same time, the indigenous people of Kashmir rose up against the Mahartqa Eutd were helped
by tribal forces. It was then that the Maharaja
signed the "temporary" document of accession to
India.
Needless to say, the matter went to the United
Nations, which passed the five famous resolutions
calling for a plebiscite in Kashmir.
This plebiscite in Kashmir has been denied by
India for more than 53 years.
People of Kashmir are united in the fact that they
want to be free of Indian hegemony. However, India
continues to oppress them with its 700,000 troops,
which is the largest troop deployment in the world in
one area. According to the reports of Amnesty International and other human rights agencies, it is the
Indian army that has perpetrated the worst kind of
excesses against Kashmiri people.
Needless to say, not only are the accusations of
Prinja baseless. but are heinous in their intent.
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Aisha Fayyazi Sarwari
freshman
business
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in the Multicultural Center located in the

Spartqci uide
Today

Wednesday

neering buildtng. Room 24t1 For more info,.

Student Union For more information, call
Alex Yarnatn at 924 6751

for the Truth
Come find out what other students are
discovering and eapay a free lunch. noon to I
pm
Montalvo room. located m the Stu.
dent Union For more information. call Pat
Ha at 910.425S
Students

’nation .11 Dariek Cooper at 924.7910

Mu Alpha Cantina
Fifteenth annual Magazine Day. 9 a m
to 2 p m Keynote speaker Daniel Peres, edi.
tor of Details magazine to speak at 1 p m .
in Student Union. second floor For more
information. call Harvey Golliffe at 924.
.1246

Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counselmg. 5 30 p m to
6 30 p m in the &NU Sport Club For
more infonnation. call Shoshanah at 9246118

Marketing Association
Dawn Robertn of the Oakland Raiders
will be spealung ahout oporta marketing
4 30 p m to 6 p m in the Pacifica room.
located in the Student I’moti For more
information. visit
http//www spot edu/associmktclub

School of Art and Drama

MOMIC - Multicultural Center
’Musa Improvisation Meditation and
Cultural Exchange 4.11t California Art.
Council art un-in-restdence Eddie Gale 6
p
in the Multicultural Center located
the Student Cninti For more

BA.S.E.
Meeting 7 p m to 8 p m

Student art galleries. 10 a m to 4 p m

in the Art and Industrial Studies building.,
rt. 11101h ilift11111.111U1s.

John or Nuule at

924.4330

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Flegunung and intermediate chaeha
lessons followed by open dancing. 7 p m to 9
pm
SF’X, Room it9 For more mforma

inforniat 1011 call 924 6266

the Eitel

tion .11 924 NP1N

Gay Leshosin Itisexual and
Transgenderiect Aosociat ion
Weekly meeting. 5 p
to . p

isi the
A11111111., room, located in the Student
I iw.t.
11.1/11. information .11 Refit.
Nrs.irr
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Asian American Studies Program
Art Exhibit ’Heading East California’s
Asian Pacific Exissrienre. 10 . m to 4 p m
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Youth for Christ. 7 30 p
to 9 p m
the Guadlupe room, located in the Student
’mon For more information. call Siater
Marcia at 938.1610
Students for Justice
Meeting, 6 30 p m in the Pacheco room,
located in the Student Union For more
information. call Veneta. at 924 4578
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remorse.
"What is he thinking?" I shouted
in a tone of outrage, as if it really
mattered.
But it didn’t matter. It hadn’t mattered for a long time.
Up until my ex-boyfriend’s
enlightenment, my anger was only a
punishment to myself
I had spent months being upset at
someone who wasn’t even aware of
the pain he had caused me.
His carelessness and ignorance
had made me furious.
Now he was asking for forgiveness, and I was faced with deciding if
I wanted to let him off the hook.
Regardless of his intentions for
writing and whether he meant what
he said, I had run out of reasons to
stay mad.
My anger, which had allowed me
to find my independence, was paralyzing me.
I could no longer move forward
while insisting on harboring resentment for a past that needed to be left
behind.
He has said he is sorry, and I need
to let that be enough.
Christina Lucarotti is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Confession" appears Tuesdays.

Bush deserves more
credit, not criticism
ell, it’s almo,t t hree
months into the reign of
George W Bush.
So far, he’s had to deal with a
shaky economy and tense relations
with China nothing too difficult
for anyone with half a brain, I’m
sure.
Although, there were people who
thought he’d be completely useless
and unable to handle any sort of crisis.
It seems Bush has proven most
of his critics wrong or proven
them stupid two weeks short of
his 100 days in office.
Remember Alec Baldwin, that
irritating fop of an actor who
claimed that he’d leave the United
States if Bush were elected?
Last September, his wife, Kim
Basinger (who is just as lovable as
he is), told German magazine Focus
that she and her husband were
serious about moving out of the
country.
Well, Baldwin’s still in the country. Unfortunately.
He then said he never spoke to
Focus magazine and had never
even heard of it.
A day later, the New York Daily
News quoted Baldwin as saying,
"Kim did indeed speak to a Focus
magazine. But my wife and I never
said unequivocally that we would
leave the country if Bush won.
Never."
Sure, I believe you this time,
Alec. You seem to really be a man of
your word.
So it appears we’ll have to put up
with more bad acting and empty
promises from the Baldwin camp a
while longer.
But Baldwin isn’t the only Holl!,wood personality who threatened to
impose self-exile.
Also in September 2000, film
director Robert Altman said he
would leave the country if the Texas
governor were elected.
"If George Bush is elected president, I’m leaving for France," Altman stated in Salon magazine.
Then, Altman retracted his
statement, a la Baldwin, and
rephrased his original moan in the
New York Daily News: "Here’s what
I really said. I said that if Bush gets
elected, ni move to Paris, Texas.
because the state will be better off if
he’s out of it."
I believe you. too. Bob. By the
way, I loved -Dr. and the Women.Great flick you directed there.
Hey, has anyone actually seen
that movie? I rest my case. Altman
would be as missed in this country
as the Califomia Energy Crisis.
In the same September 2000
issue of Salon, Elton John said. "It’s

back to the Dark Agi.,. I’m afraid, if
you vote for the other guy (Bush)."
Is it really? Let’s take a look at
things.
Everything bad going on in this
country is a result of eight years of
Billy JoeBubba Clinton.
This recession that’s waiting in
the wings to pounce on us? Not W’s
fault.
How could it be? Bush only
inherited a bloated economy just
waiting to burst the result of all
of Clinton’s money-hoarding years.
Mark my words: 10 years from
now, Hollywood, with its foot-inmouth sensibilities, will be blaming
Bush for the fact that people don’t
have enough money to go to the
movies anymore.
But in a March 19 article in the
U.S. News and World Report, their
hero, former President Skeeter
Clinton, said Bush is "wily," and
that he is a lot smarter than he
appears or sounds.
As a matter of fact, Bush has
traveled "more extensively within
the United States in his first weeks
in office than any other recent president, visiting almost two dozen
states," Reuters reported Sunday.
That definitely sounds like a guy
who doesn’t give a damn about his
country.
Bush handled the recent China
conflict with tact and shrewd decision-making, proving he can handle
the job to which he was elected.
A few students in one of my
classes insisted the skirmish would
last at least a month. Later that
day, our military personnel were
released.
As far as Im concerned, Bush
has done a fine job thus far. And if
his tax cuts ever completely make it
through the Senate and House,
we’ll be singing the praises of the
Bush administration.
Maybe the Hollywood boobs will
retract their doomsday statements
now too.
Dark Ages, my ass.
It’s not Bush’s fault you’re
dimwits.
Emily B. Zurich is the
Spartan Daily Copy Editor.
"Quoth the Raven"
appears Tuesdal,
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ELWAY: ’Coach of the Year’ and Hall of Famer remembered fondly by peers
continued from Page 1

Jack Elway, taken in 1984.

DaTh file photo

Elway also earned the Pacific Coast Athletic Association’s "Coach of the Year" award
twice, once in 1979 and again in 1981.
After his five-year tenure with the
Spartans, he went on to coach at Stanford
University.
Elway spent five seasons as the Cardinal head coach, leading it to a 25-29-2
record and the Gator Bowl in 1986.
Bob Murphy, who was the athletics
director at SJSU from 1976 through 1979
and was a member of the board that hired
Elway, said he and Elway were "very dear
friends."
"Just a wonderful guy, great father and
a great husband," Murphy said. "You
couldn’t imagine a better relationship
between father and son."
In 2000, Jack Elway and his son, John,
were inducted into the San Jose Hall of
Fame.
John Elway said being inducted into
the hall of fame with his father was the
highlight of his life.
"I mean, he is my hero, and I wouldn’t
be where I am without him," he said.
Baldwin, who coached the Spartan football team from 1997-2000, played wide
receiver under Elway at Northridge and
later coached with him at Northridge,
SJSU and Stanford.
"I had 13 years of playing and coaching
with the man," Baldwin said. "Since that
time, he never left. He’s always been there
as a friend, a mentor and a father as well."
Baldwin also noted that when he was
having problems during his last year at
SJSU, he turned to Elway.
"He didn’t give me advice or direction,

but led me as a father does," he said.
"Everyone who played for him felt that
about coach Elway."
When a problem would arise, Baldrin
said he would call Elway and ask, "Coach,
how do I handle this?"
Dennis Erickson, another of Elway’s
assistant coaches at SJSU, said the man
had a great influence on his life.
"Jack Elway had a tremendous impact
on my coaching career when I was with
him at San Jose State," the former Seattle
Seahawks and current Oregon State University head coach said. "The ingenuity he
had offensively has spread throughout the
country, and it certainly had an influence
on my coaching strategy and coaching period. He is someone who is certainly
going to be missed. He was a very good
friend of mine."
While Ericicson admired Elway’s quarterback-minded style of coaching, Baldwin
remembered that Elway used to joke with
him about the passing game.
"We used to laugh, as soon as I graduated, he said he would start throwing the
football," Baldwin said. "I was a slow
receiver."
Baldwin said that in the next season,
he became an assistant with Elway at
Northridge, and the team did start throwing the ball.
"Everybody will miss him everybody,"
Baldwin said. "Because of what he was."
A memorial service for Jack Elway is
scheduled to be held in Palm Springs on
April 24.
Daily staff members Tiffani Attalla,
Mike Osegueda and Julian J Ramos contributed to this report.

GLOBES: Geography artists enjoy project, despite difficulty working with chalk
continued from Page 1
The chalk display consisted of
a flat map of the world on the
sidewalk next to the fountain
and several globes, each with a
different theme.
One showcased the rivers of
the world, another displayed
major cities and a third globe
exhibited mountain ranges,
according to Holstrom.
Rod Mokhtari, a junior majoring in business, wasn’t aware of
International Week before seeing the artwork.
"I think it’s cool as a temporary thing," he said. "They
should probably clean it up."
The students working on the

chalk display said the project
presented a special challenge to
their geography skills.
"It’s kind of hard," said Sean
Tully, a junior majoring in geography. "We’re used to using
sophisticated software. We’re
used to being precise."
Tony King, a senior majoring
in geography, said it was difficult to draw a map of the world
on the flat sidewalk.
"It was a challenge to get the
graphs perfectly squared," King
said. "It was a pain in the butt to
work with chalk. Everything is
done with computers these days.
To put it down on chalk was
completely different."
He added that in addition to

the International Week angle,
he hopes the maps will make
students more aware of the
geography department and possibly recruit more students to
the major.
King said he enjoys how the
project, through promoting International Week, brought out the
more cultural side of geography.
"It’s better than sitting in a
classroom," King said.
David Gunter, a senior majoring in geography, agreed.
"It’s far superior to sitting in
a classroom," Gunter said. "It
was a wonderful learning experience."
The project, which Holstrom
said was a "special favor to cele-

brate International Week," was
completed in two hours the
students’ class-meeting period.
Dixon said International
Week is scheduled to begin
Wednesday with a workshop for
international students as job
applicants.
There is also a study abroad
fair Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m., which is open to any interested students, Dixon said.
The events continue Thursday with an international film
festival scheduled for 8 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall.
The film festival is scheduled
to showcase two movies and is
free of charge and open to everyone, according to Dixon.

MAG DAY:

Panels seek to attract
students in majors outside journalism
continued from Page I

senior majoring in magazine
journalism, who is moderating
the online panel.
These are meant to appeal to
anyone who is interested in writing.
Later, the event will have an
independent press panel discussion in the Almaden room from
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m., which
the co-chairs hope will draw
sociology, political science and
environmental studies majors,
Cargo said.
The independent press panel
will feature writers from magazines that tackle issues such as
labor issues or union battles
topics that the mass media tend
to overlook to avoid offending
people or those advertising within their publication, Gong said.
There will be a discussion on
freelance writing and marketing
yourself going on at the same
time in the Costanoan room.
These discussions are geared
to attract any students who are
interested in writing for a living.
"We would like to reach out to
those in the English department
as well," said Gong, a senior double-majoring in magazine journalism and political science.
This year the featured speaker will be Peres, who is the editor-in chief of Details magazine,
Cargo said. He is scheduled to
speak at 1 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room.
Details is a magazine that is
focused for men from 25 to 35
years old, Cargo said.
"Last year we had a speaker
from Glamour, a women’s magazine," Gong said. "We wanted to
hear from a magazine that
explored a guy’s point of view."
According to Cargo, Peres is
closer in age to the students, and
he’s head of a major magazine.
The magazine has changed a lot
recently, and the co-chairs said
they believed that he would be
able to help teach the students
about what it takes to run a successful magazine.
"We wanted the students to
be able to hear what it takes to
build a magazine up from the
ground," Cargo said.
As well as being a good opportunity to learn, the event will be
a good chance for students to

network for internships, Cargo
said. People working in the
industry will be there to answer
questions and rub elbows with
students.
Magazine Day will also bring
back 12 previous executive editors of Access Magazine, SJSU’s
semesterly magazine, said Professor Harvey Gotliffe, the head
of the magazine journalism
department and Magazine Day’s
adviser.
"It will be like a reunion of
alumni from the department,"
Gotliffe said.
The event is sponsored by Mu
Alpha Gamma, the magazine
journalism department’s club,
the school of journalism and
mass communications, the College of Applied Sciences and Arts
and contributions from the
alumni of the magazine department.
Magazine Day was also made
possible by large contributions
from Nicolle Hennuese, a magazine journalism alumna, and
Cisco Systems, Gotliffe said.
Cargo and Gong also noted
that this will be the last Magazine Day with Professor Gotliffe,
who said he is going to teach
abroad in the fall.
"After I retire, the magazine
sequence and Magazine Day will
remain an important part of the
school of journalism," Gotliffe
said.
Magazine Day is free for all
who want to attend.

N1A(.; AZINE DAY TODAY
8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Reception for panelists in the
Loma Prieta room
9 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
"Art/Photography/Design" in
the Almaden room
9 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
"Online Writing" in the
Costanoan room
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
"Independent Press and Social
Issues" in the Almaden room
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
"Freelancing and Marketing
Yourself’ in the Costanoan
MOM

1 p.m.
Daniel Peres, Keynote Speaker,
in the Loma Prieta room
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New Ani DiFranco CD
explores eclectic sound
By Kevin Higuchi
DAILA S.W.’ WRITER

Ani DiFranco’s newest twocompact-disc set walks the listener through a musical journey of different influences and
emotions.
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Keanu Reeves took a stage of a different kind at the BackBeat club in Santa Clara on Sunday night. As bass player for the
band Dogstar, he stole the attention of the predominately female audience. Reeves and singer Bret Domrose performed songs
from thier new album "Happy Ending."

Every dog has its day
Actor Keanu Reeves performed with the rock hand Dogstar at BackBeat in Santa Clara
By Minal Gandhi
DAVI’ ST ;Ft EMI(

We can understand seeing
movie stars in Los Angeles, even
San Francisco ... but Santa Clara,
Calif?
Not that anyone seemed to
mind, especially the ladies of the
Bay Area.
Because for them, Sunday
night at the 21-and-over nightclub
BackBeat was a rare occasion.
While Dogstar hopes the fans
appreciate its self-described "raw.
no apologies" music, it is evident
from the far-off, blissful expressions on the faces of the audience
members, that the Los Angelesbased rock group’s real ammunition is bassist/movie star Keanu
Reeves.
"I’m here for Keanu," said Marc
Marion of Indianapolis. "Isn’t
everybody?"
The three-man band made its
second appearance in Northern
California on Sunday, when they
played at Santa Clara’s BackBeat.
Reeves, who is reportedly
shooting sequels for "The Matrix"
in Alameda County, looked like
anything but a rock star.
The awkward way he grooved
to the music. paired with unkempt
hair, a black T-shirt and jeans,
made it hard to believe that one of
Hollywood’s most adored actors
was jamming on bass only a few
feet away.
Bret Domrose. on the other
hand, Dogstar’s guitarist and
singer, had an altogether different
presence about him, which made
him far more believable as a musician.
The San Jose native, with his
all-American looks that encompassed shaggy. shiny blond hair
and steely blue eyes, delivered a
seven-song set that proved he had
enough talent to sing to Dogstar’s
blaring, guttural tunes and also
some mellow. acoustic rendition,
of cover songs.
"If we could’ve, we would have
loved to play longer," Domrose
said.
A time constraint, however, is
what limited the band’s performance to about an hour, according to
Domrose.
San Jose hard-rock band Electromotive opened for Dogstar.
The four musicians, who all
grew up in the Bay Area, said they
were proud of their performance.
"I think it was our best show so
far," said vocalist Ron Wright, who
added that this was Electromotive’s fourth performance.
"Yeah, thanks Keanu," said
Aaron Leigh, the band’s bassist.
There were mixed emotions on
Electromotive’s music among the
audience.

Reeves, who is reportedly shooting
sequels for "The Matrix" in Alameda
County, looked like anything but a
rock star.
"They need better music," said
Janet Adamson, a Redwood City
resident. "They’re too loud. I’m
sure my daughter would’ve liked
them, but it wasn’t my thing. But
I’m British, so what do I know."
Marion was another visitor
who shared Adamson’s sentiments.
"Electromotive? I didn’t like
them very much," he said. "All the
songs sounded the same. They didn’t sing very well, and it was very
derivative."
Some others, such as Doreen
Riley of San Jose, said they
thought the band had potential.
"They’re great for a new band,"
she said. "I think they’re on the
same level as Dogstar."
And while some visitors
responded positively to Dogstar’s
music, many didn’t know what
else to do but look to the left of
Domrose. where the hunky
Reeves, who made little eye contact with his fans, seemed oblivious to the hundreds of women
admiring him.
"This is the first time I’m see-

ing the band," said Karen Ching, a
San Francisco resident. "It’s a
good performance, but I’m mostly
here to see Keanu Reeves."
James Vincent, who is an extra
for one of the scenes for "’The
Matrix 2," said it was also his first
time seeing Dogstar, but he came
out to support the band and
Reeves. Although he is not familiar with the music, Vincent said
the band reminded him of U2.
As for Reeves’ bass-playing
skills, Vincent remarked, "111 tell
you this: He’s no Chris Squire,"
referring to the bassist of the band
Yes.
There were, however, a few who
came specifically for the music.
Anjae May, who flew out from
Portland, Ore., to catch the show,
said she didn’t know of the band
until recently, but has attended
two shows so far.
"I loved ’Happy Ending,’ " May
said of Dogstar’s second album
and first U.S. release. "I actually
think they should make these
shows 25 and older. That, or get a
new bass player. I mean, don’t get

me wrong, but I just don’t like all
the talking and screaming that
goes on."
May promised that she’d continue to attend Dogstar’s shows.
She said, however. that she hopes
to see it play in her hometown.
"I want to go to at least one
show without hopping on a plane,"
she said.
Domrose and drummer Rob
Mailhouse said they liked the
response from the audience.
"It was fun," Mailhouse said. "I
thought we played well. Brett’s
voice was a little worn out, but it
was still a great show."
Mailhouse said he was pleased
with seeing true fans of their
music at the show.
"They seemed to know lots of
our songs," he said. "And that can
only be a good thing."

Since all of the material was
written and arranged by
DiFranco, the CDs help the listener picture and feel some of
the emotions that she puts into
the music.
Photo courtesy of Righteous Babe
Regardless of the style,
Records
DiFranco’s sound is backed
with heart, which gives the organic sound.
The horns and vocals have a
material more personality than
very natural -sounding room
most music.
The grooves are deep, and reverb, which is the echo heard
she takes a lot of liberties with on a record.
Her fifth track, called "Marthe vocals singing behind and
row," is a good representation of
in front of the beat.
The opening track on the this.
"Marrow" features horn lines
first disc, titled "Revelling," features a very sluggish, funk recorded with a trumpet and
groove complete with horns and clarinet, which behind DiFrana Fender Rhodes, a type of key- co’s voice make the melody that
much more beautiful.
board, giving it a retro sound.
The tune also features a
The feel is slow and is reminiscent of the old-school sound Fender Rhodes that has such a
of the Meters, a funk group delicate subtle tone that it
from the South, mixed with the makes the music feel round and
sound of the Brand New Heav- full.
The horns also give the song
ies.
Near the end of the song, a jazzy feel, and as the tune
DiFranco really opens the tune progresses, it really helps the
up and lets the band shine, music to grow dynamically and
showing their ability to impro- emotionally.
The second disc, titled "Reckvise and bounce licks off each
oning," features a more mellow
other.
One of the bigger names fea- side to DiFranco.
The majority of the tracks
tured on the first track of the
album is alto-sax player Maceo feature DiFranco accompanying
Parker, who was the alto player herself on guitar.
The songs are still full of her
for James Brown’s horn section.
His name alone screams "funk" emotional energy, but without
to those who remember his the edge of the yellow disc.
work with Brown and his own
The CD set contains 29
group.
tracks and shows DiFranco’s
The fourth track, titled many different influences from
"Tamburitza Lingua," features being exposed to many types of
a strange electronic percussion music, as well as unique instruloop with DiFranco playing ments.
percusShe used unorthodox
acoustic guitar and singing on
.
sion instruments and instrutop.
The vocals are spoken freely ments not commonly heard in
in a spoken-word style, slipping popular music, such as the
in and out of rhythm, sliding in Fender Rhodes and the accorwith over-dubbed harmony dion.
The second disc is a good contracks.
The harmonies are sung with trast to the first and gives lisa lot of delicacy and have the teners something else to listen
same style of inflection as Dave to when they are in a mellow
Matthews when he sings softly mood.
The packaging of the CDs is
close to the microphone.
Unlike DiFranco’s other CDs, also very interesting and has
pictures
of DiFranco running
which were recorded in professional studios, this new release around like a child in them.
Overall, DiFranco’s album is
was recorded at her home stumore like a piece of art, filled
dio.
The recording quality is very with emotion and originality.
unorthodox in itself, with a very
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Can’t knock the hustle
Junior Ruiz’s hard work, strong bat
anchor baseball team’s offense
13} Julian J. Ramos
DAILY STAFF WRI1ER

Whenever Junior Ruiz steps
to the plate, the loudspeakers on
his home fields blare a clip of a
Jay-Z song that says, "I’m a hustler."
The Spartan baseball team’s
left fielder is just that.
13IZ<)FILE
Trailing 4-0 in the fourth
inning against UC Berkeley on
April 10, the Golden Bears,
specifically catcher Clint Hoover,
saw Ruiz’s hustling style of play
first-hand.
After a hit by a pitch and
steal, a single by designated hitter Zack Zwissig allowed Ruiz to
advanced to third base.
Following an out, right fielder
Jason Van Over hit a sacrifice fly
to deep right field. Ruiz waited
for the ball to be caught and
began his run toward home
plate.
Waiting for him, with the ball
in his glove, was Hoover.
Ruiz hustled down the thirdbase line and plowed into Hoover,
dislodging the ball, and tagged
home plate.
"I was planning on sliding,"
Ruiz said. "He kept coming up
the line. So I took him out."
Ruiz’s aggressive style of play
has become well-known throughout the Western Athletic Conference and college baseball.
His style as a hustler on the
base paths and a slugger at the
plate began early.
"He’s had baseball in his heart
and soul since he was born," said
Caroline Leyva, Ruiz’s mother.
Born Alvaro Enrique Ruiz, Jr.
on June 7, 1980 in San Francisco,
he began going by the name of
"Junior" when he was about 10
years old, Ruiz said.
"No one could say my name,"
he said. "It was easier to say."
At an early age, Ruiz began to
show some talent with a bat in
his hand.
"We were at a laundramat and
he hit a ball onto the roof," Leyva
said. "He was 2 years old."
At age 6, he was playing Little
League baseball. Ruiz had grown
up watching his father play and
had seen and heard stories about
his abilities on the field.
"He was a good ball player,"
Ruiz said. "He told me to be
aggressive and to swing hard.
Anything to win a ballgame."
When Ruiz was 8 years old,
his parents separated, and he
moved to Union City. He played
baseball in both cities on weekends.
"I would play in Union City on
Saturday and then play in San

etails

Mark Kocina

Daily Stoll

Spartan baseball player Junior Ruiz, the conference player of
the year in 2000, has continued to swing a hot bat this season. Ruiz

is first on the team in batting average and stolen bases and second
in home runs and runs batted in.

nated hitter to lead the Spartans
to a share of the WAC title with
Rice University.
The first step to Omaha’s
Rosenblatt Stadium, home of the
College World Series, was the
Waco Regional in Waco. Texas.
Ruiz was named to the allWaco regional team as the Spartans advanced to the Super
Regional against the University
of Houston in Houston, Texas.
The Cougars were the fifthranked team in the country and
had a home field advantage. The
Spartans were not intimidated,
winning two of three to secure a
spot in Omaha.
"We felt that we could compete
with any team in the nation,"
Ruiz said. "We knew that we
could beat those guys."
Although the Spartans were
eliminated after losing two
games, the College World Series
expenence is one that won’t be
forgotten, Ruiz said.
"We had great team chemistry," Ruiz said. "Our captains
kept us together."
Leyva was among the many
parents who made the trip to
Nebraska to watch their sons

ment Piraro said that put Ruiz as
one of the top three hitters the
has seen in his career.
"He’s not afraid to spread the
ball around," Piraro said. "He can
identify pitches quickly. He doesn’t get fooled."
Ruiz has made an impact on
his teammates by leading by
example on the field and off the
field, Piraro said.
"His teammates admire his
competitive spirit and his will to
win," Piraro said.
Ruiz has a number of teammates as roommates. Among
them are Gabe Lopez, Ryan
Adams, Mickey Manzo and Jason
Van Over.
In his first season with the
Spartans, Van Over, a junior
transfer from San Joaquin Delta

play in college baseball’s biggest
event.
"It was so exciting for them,"
Leyva said. "’They had to work
really hard to get there. I’ll
always remember it for sure."
Before the 2001 season, Ruiz
was selected to the National College Baseball Writers Association’s preseason second-team All
America squad.
He continued his aggressiveness at the plate March 1
against the University of
Hawai’i, becoming SJSU’s alltime hit career hit leader,
eclipsing the mark of 182 set by
Eric Pitt (1992-19951.
"It’s awesome for Junior,"
teammate Gabe Lopez said. "It’s
only his third season."
Piraro said Ruiz was low-key
about his accomplishment.
"He’s not a stat guy," Piraro
said. "He doesn’t sit there and
calculate his average. He’s
about winning."
On April 18, 1999, Ruiz began
a streak of 92 games in which he
reached base safely on a hit.
walk, error or hit by pitch. The
streak ended March 17, 2001 in a
road loss to Rice, an accomplish-

College in Stockton, said he has
benefited from playing with
Ruiz.
"He’s helped me get relaxed at
the plate," Van Over said. "We
watch opposing pitchers in warm
ups and try to get a read on them."
Although his family recently
moved from Union City to Manteca, they still make the trip to
watch Ruiz play.
"They are the reason why I am
doing what I do," Ruiz said.
After his playing days are over
at SJSU, Ruiz said his goal is to
one day hustle around the bases
at ballparks throughout Major
League Baseball.
"That’s the reason why I came
to this school," Ruiz said. "To
have a chance to get drafted and
stay consistent."

Competing In The Men’s Magazine Market

rhe

San Jose State
University

Francisco on Sunday," Ruiz said.
At James Logan High School
in Union City, Ruiz played for the
Colts under the direction of head
coach John Goulding. Ruiz garnered first team all-North Coast
Section honors three times, and
all-state twice.
In his senior year, Ruiz batted
.464 on the way to being voted
team MVP and NCS Player of
the Year. That season, the Colts
advanced to the NCS championship, where they lost 4-3.
"It was disappointing," Ruiz
said. "We played our hearts out."
Ruiz said that the Logan team
is nationally ranked year after
year.
"They are always up there
competing," Ruiz said. "Union
City has a great tradition."
During his senior year, Spartan head coach Sam Piraro began
recruiting Ruiz to SJSU.
Ruiz was also being recruited
by a community college in Florida.
After Piraro visited Ruiz at
his family’s home, he chose to
stay in the Bay Area and bring
his game to SJSU.
The time and effort spent
recruiting Ruiz to become a Spartan paid off right away his freshman year.
The business administration
major was named co-freshman of
the year in the WAC and was
voted the Spartans’ outstanding
offensive player of the year. He
batted .354, pounded out 74 hits,
scored 45 runs and drew 32
walks, all team highs.
He also hustled his way to
nine steals in 11 attempts.
"I felt that I belonged in a
Division I program," Ruiz said. "I
had confidence in my abilities. I
didn’t expect to get shut down."
Piraro said that when Ruiz
first came to SJSU, he brought a
"street ball player" style with
him.
"He’s become more disciplined
in going about his business,"
Piraro said.
Ruiz’s sophomore season
included the Spartans’ first
appearance in the National Collegiate Athletic Association
World Series in Omaha, Neb.
Ruiz was not only the team’s
MVP, he was also named WAC
Player of the Year.
He led the Spartans in hits,
walks, stolen bases and batting
average.
An ankle injury in a game on
the road against Fresno State
University in late April moved
Ruiz from left field to designated
hitter.
"I was running around second
base," Ruiz said. "My cleat got
caught on the base. It was a
severe strain."
Playing through the pain.
Ruiz excelled in his role as desig-
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Sharks singing the Blues after 6-3 loss to St. Louis
D.S. l’t. rci
S
DAII 1
Game 3 of the playoff series
between the San Jose Sharks
and the St. Louis Blues could be
best described with one word:
rebound.
The Blues, who lost home-ice
advantage when San Jose
pulled off a 1-0 victory Saturday
in St. Louis, came back in the
series to beat the Sharks 6-3
Monday night at the Compaq
Center at San Jose.
Monday’s Score
St. Louis Blues

6

San Jose Sharks
Tuesday- San Jose vs. St. Louis

3
7:30

The Blues’ offense rebounded
from the shutout loss as right
wingers Dallas Drake and Scott
Young finished the game with
two goals and a goal and two
assists, respectively. Blues center Pierre Turgeon had three
points, tallying a goal and two
assists.
And it was rebounds from
shots that burned San Jose
goaltender Evgeni Nabokov, as
the Blues got plenty of second
chances on the rookie netminder, cashing in twice on second
chances.
Nabokov faced 21 shots and
allowed five goals before fellow
rookie Mikka Kiprusoff replaced
him when the third period started.
On the offensive end of the
ice, Blues goaltender Roman
Tourek stopped 35-of-38 shots
for the win.
With the loss, the Sharks are
now down two games to one in
the best-of-seven series.
Game 4 of the series will take
place today at 7:30 p.m. at the
Compaq Center.
Sharks head coach Darryl
Sutter believed that it was both
the Blues players putting up
their best performances and
Nabokov playing under his
potential that cost San Jose the
game.
"We’ve lost when their top
players have stepped up," Sutter
said. "And our goalie wasn’t

good enough tonight."
In his defense, Nabokov said
he couldn’t control the laws of
physics.
"The bad bounces," said
Nabokov, explaining the goals
that went past him, "I can’t do
anything about those pucks that
go in."
"But the regular season
means
nothing,"
mused
Nabokov, who has been touted
as a rookie-of-the-year. "We need
to start tomorrow with more
emotion. We need to forget the
past three games."
Sharks defenseman Jeff Norton said the team is keeping in
mind that the Blues still need to
win two more games to take the
series.
"So what if it’s 2-1," Norton
said. "Tomorrow’s game is what
matters. But I don’t want to
have it three games to one."
Monday’s loss wasn’t all on
Nabokov’s shoulders, as sloppy
play from his defense didn’t
help him out in clearing the net
of rebounds, or St. Louis Blues
players.
For example, on the Blues’
third goal, Scott Mellanby of the
Blues started out by faking out
Sharks defenseman Scott Hannan, who went down to block the
shot in front of Nabokov.
As Hannan slid across the ice
helplessly, Mellanby shot the
puck at Nabokov. The puck
bounced off the goalie’s pads,
giving Blues players Daniel
Corso and Jochen Hecht target
practice, with Hecht’s shot sailing into the net above a sprawling Nabokov.
"(Mellanby) really faked out
Hannan. Sweet move on him,"
Norton said.
A key factor to the Blues’ victory was time spent in the
attacking zone. San Jose only
managed 16 minutes of offense
in the St. Louis end, while the
Blues spent nearly 31 minutes more than half the game - in
front of the Sharks’ net.
Despite being down for the
entire game, the Sharks didn’t
die quietly.
During the game, the Sharks
managed to rebound from their
low points. Down 3-0, Scott
Thornton put the Sharks on the
board late in the first period.

you can

Receiving a pass from Niklas
Sundstrom, Thornton shot the
puck past Blues goalie Roman
Turek, giving the Sharks and
their fans a pulse for the final
minutes of the period.
In the second period, Vincent
Damphousse, who missed nearly three months of play from a
shoulder injury, gave a shorthanded goal back to the Blues,
scoring with five seconds left in
a power play.
Finally, in the third period,
veteran forward Tony Granato,
possibly playing in his final season, scored his 16th career playoff goal with more than 16 minutes left to play, giving the
Sharks a spark of hope in the
final period.
Still, playing catch-up wasn’t
the way the Sharks wanted
Monday night to happen,
explained Granato.
"They deflated us early and
took advantage of that," Granato said.
Norton agreed, saying the
fans who came to support the
Sharks were the biggest losers.
"We came out and got behind
the eight ball quick," Norton
said. "A loss is a loss, whether
it’s 2-1 or 6-3. But the fans
deserve a better show than
that. They’re as frustrated as
we are."
The Blues took only one shot
in the third period, but the period was hardly error-free for the
Sharks, as Kiprusoff left the net
while a puck skidded by, wide of
the net.
A few seconds later, Drake
would notch an empty-net goal
for his second of the night.
While the goals by the three
forwards gave the Sharks and
their fans some life, the San
Jose power play remained as
lively as a corpse. The Sharks
failed to score on seven power
plays and are 0-13 in the series
thus far.
"We had lots of opportunities," Sutter said. "But he (Blues
goaltender Roman Turek) was
one better."
Sutter is optimistic that both
Nabokov and his Shark teammates will rebound tonight.
"I think they understand the
circumstances," he said. "They’ll
bounce back."

Troy Bayless Daily Staff
Right wing Stephane Matteau takes a shot on goal in the first period of game 3 of the Stanley Cup
playoffs at the Compaq Center at San Jose on Monday. The Sharks lost the game, 6-3, and fell behind
2-1 in the best-of-seven series. The two teams will meet for Game 4 today at 7:30 p.m.

It’s easy to make
a child smile. A few words
of encouragement, maybe a special
reward for a special performance.
Parents do it all the time.
and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference
between a child who succeeds
and one who stumbles.
They are the ones who make
math fun and science seem like
an adventure into another world.

Teaching is the profession
that allows you to see the most
gratifying, immediate and
instantaneous reward of a job
well done - a child’s smile.

Make a child smile.
Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference
of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-calteach
or visit www.calteach.com

each
CalTeach, administered

by the CSU Chancellor’s Office

SAN Jost, STATE tAlvERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY

Ftx: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
General
DELIVERY DRIVERS
PARTY RENTAL BUSINESS.
Perfect for Students!
EARN $250 PER WEEKEND!
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.
COOK/CHEF, Janitor/Handyman
for Cafe/Caterer. Part/ Full Time
998-8850x3020.
SUPERIOR COURT ASST Flex
hours $12.00/hr + units avail for
Admin Jusbce Good work habits
a must! Call Kelly 0 299-2931.
SALES CLERK PT Eves & Sat.
12-15 hr/wk. Spanish speaking
preferred. Tenth St Pharmacy,
10th & Santa Clara 294-9131.
INSIDE ADVERTISING SALES
SF Weekly classified. FT, Must
be computer literate, type 40 wpm
& strong closer. Compensation:
Base+Comm+Bonus. Bnfts/401K
$40K 1st year potential. Please
call 415.536.8188.
NOW HIRiNG FT & PT, Boaters
World. Competitive salary, great
benefits. Contact Tom Nelson
408-260-9020
ENERGETIC & ENTHUSIASTIC
Tutor/Mentor/Friend wanted to
engage gifted child (5 yrs) in
creative play & projects. Bkgmd
in Child Dev, Music, Teacher Ed
a plus. Flexible hrs. $12-$15/hr.
666-5816 or 666-0510. Email,
VRJ96 holmail.com
ADVERTISING SALES $50K+
First year potential. SF Weekly
is seeking Sales Reps for outside sales in a fun & fast -paced
enviro. You should be competitive. urgent, results driven and
have a car. Compensation:
Salary+Comm+Bonus. Medical/
Dental/401K. Call 415.536.8195
or email: hrdirector0 sfweeldy.com
PART-TIME POSITION open for
Assistant Office Administrator
for NetChip Technology located
in Mountain View. CA. Salary:
$14/hour. If interested. please
send cover letter & resume to
jobsOnetchip.com. http://www.
NetChip.com
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES
Immediate positions available.
in busy year-round swimming
school AM. PM. Weekdays,
Saturdays Summer only positions also available. Must have
strong computer skills and an
excellent telephone personality.
Complimentary athletic club
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim School. 5400
Camden Ave. San Jose. 95124_
(408) 445-4918
Now interviewing!, Call todayn
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
NEEDS SUMMER HELP. Must
have construction expenence.
Engineeenng or lndustnal Tech
degree a pius Call 408-282-1500.
CALIFORNIA
CAFE
Now Hiring
Foodservers!
Lunch & Dinner
Busy locations
Excellent income
Great benefits
Fax resume to
408.296.2005 (attn RJM)
or apply in person
M -F. 9am-5pm at
CALIFORNIA CAFE
Valley Fair
Westfield Shoppingtown
408.296 2233
www.calcafe com
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small
office. phones. reservations, Ight
computer good phone skills,
flexible hours 408/292-7876
AvantSoft, Inc. San Jose
needs EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Required skills. Excellent Eng
lish, Windows NT. Microsoft
Office. browsers, typing speed
Desirable: Install hardware
website updates. Flexible 25
hrs/week. Fax. 408-351-8917
Email. robs avantsoft com
CLERICAL PERSON. part-time
Microsoft. Excel & general office
work. etc. For more info call
Kevin Crowley 408-267-1665
TELEMARKETING part/full-time
Newspaper subscriptions. Hourty
bonus Weekend shifts avail.
5 blocks from SJSU, near It rail
Media Promotions. 408/494-0200
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Great for Students,
Apply Online,
& P/T
Top Pay , Benefits
Call Sandy al 408-286-5880
www.acufacts.com
$1500 Weekly Potential
mailing our circulars Free
information Call 202-452-5901
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additionai
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible hours
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose

INSIDE SALES REP. software
dev services co. PT afternoons
now,s maybe FT during summer. Some research work. Biz
major not a reqmt. Req: Net &
PC s/w exp; XLNT comm skills.
$12-$15/hour + incentives +
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY commissions. www.softwareFriendly, Alert, Considerate
quality.com 408-452-9900.
We Train. Student Friendly.
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
408-247-4827
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS Gang Prevenbon
Fast placement, no fees
and After School Program Staff. Office jobs in local companies
WI- Positions, 10-25 hours a Students/grads/career change
week $12-$15/hour. Call 408- Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
287-4170 ext 251 for more info
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
and app. Or Fax resume to 408Phone: (650) 320-9698
287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.girlscountsofscc.org for www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
details & other Girl Scout jobs.
AkEOE
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/ flex hours
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
Part-time or full-time in summer.
HOPE Rehabilitation Services Internships possible
a non-profit agency which offers All majors may apply
a variety of quality services for Scholarships awarded annually
adults who have developmental Some conditions apply
disabilities. has P/T & F/T Start at 15.00 base - appt.
employment opportunities.
50 new openings to fill in
If you are interested in being
customer sales/service
a roommate to a developmen- No experience necessary
tally disabled individual in Endorsed by National
exchange for rent; or assisting
Academic Advisory Board
someone during the week with Call 615-1500
llam -4pm
daily living skills such as gro- wwwworkforstudents.com/sjsu
cery shopping ($10/hr) call
Lynne at 408/282-0415.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
If you would like information help needed for small exclusive
about the FT, benefitted posi- shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
tions of job coach and instructor Must be reliable, honest, able to
(day program or work activity) do physical work. Prefer exp
or PT substitute positions in working w/ dogs, but will train.
various programs ($9/hr) call Great oppty for dog lover. Can
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890. FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
We have flexibility to work Call 371-9115.
around a student schedule for
the PT work & are located close WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
to SJSU. Our FT positions come Local valet company in search
with excellent benefits. This is a of enthusiastic and energetic
good opportunity to get practical individuals to work at nearby
experience in the field & work malls, hotels & private events.
with a great group of clients & FT/PT available. We will work
staff All majors welcome EOE/AA around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
BE AN EGG DONOR
per hour. Call 867-7275.
Family Fertility Center
is seeking bright. responsible, P/T ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
non-smoking women ages 21-30 WANTED! The Student Union,
Inc. is seeking a qualified perwith good medical history.
son to work in our accounting
Generous compensation.
departrnent. The candidate must
1-800-939-6886
have a variety of basic accountFRATERNITIES SORORITIES in
skills such as: 10 key
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS a ding, spreadsheet developEarn $1,000-$2,000
ment, and word processing.
this semester, with the easy
Must have a minimum of two
Campusfundraiser.com
years
experience
utilizing
three hour fundraising event. accounting principals. Beginning
No sales required. Fundraising pay is $15 an hour. Applications
dates are filling quickly.
are available in the Student
so call today! Contact
Union Administration Office
Campusfundraiser.com at
located on the 3rd floor of the
(888) 923-3238 or visit
Student Union Building. Our
www.campustundraiser.com. office hours are 9-5 and we’re
open through lunch.
EXPANDING CO: Meaningful
work, help dev disabled adults
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
live independent lives. $9+. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
248-4464x10
Located in San Jose, we are a
growing community based
S35-$85/HR! Wear costume iff’ nonprofit established in 1973.
events 4 kids. S Bay SF FUN! Must As a multi service agency, our
have car. be avail Molds No exp
diverse services include
req’d VVill train Call 831-457-8166
language & culturally-proficient
mental health services, senior
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring
services. youth services,
for Servers, Bartenders Bussers
a primary care health clinic
Hosts. No expenence necessary
and a domestic violence
Apply 0 Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm. prevention/education program
Mon -Fri or call 408-260-1100
We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions.
WET PAID For Your OpinionsIS
Mental Health Counselors:
Eam $15-$125 & more per survey!
Provide direct mental health
www money4opinions com
rehabilitation services to
agency’s clients.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
Requirements: BA/MA in
teens & adults Company car P. behavioral sciences or related
training provided No expenence
field, fluent in wernamese
necessary Over 21. HS grad
a plus.
Work when you want Pay
Youth Counselors:
negotiable 408-971-0244
Provide counseling assistance
to youths. Requirements:
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
or equivalent experience
Flex hours Will train
Family Advocates Domestic
408-768-0566
Violence Program:
Provide counseling and
VALET PARKERS Part-time.
guidance
at emergency
evenings & weekends in Los
shelter for battered women
Gatos and Saratoga Must be
Requirements
BA/BS in
neat in appearance with good
behavioral sciences or
customer service skills Must be
experience
equivalent
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate Volunteers Always Needed!
Send resumes to
opening & flexible schedules
AACI
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
Human
Resources
Please call 408-364-0240.
2400
Moorpark
Ave $300
Golden Gate Valet.
San Jose. CA 95128
Fax (408) 975-2745
Email roland acupidoilt aaci org

FACILITATORS After-School
Outreach Facilitators needed to
work with 7th & 8th grade students in E. Palo Alto. Facilitators
will promote and teach life skills
and attitudes to youths that will
lead them towards adult lives
that are healthy and productive.
excellent opportunity for individuals whose career interests lie
with working to help at-risk
youth and adolescent children.
Must be 21 & have dependable
transportation. Hours: MondayThursday 3pm-6pm, $15 p/h.
Call Jesse at 408-281-4268 x 106
or fax resume to 408-281-4288,
ref glYAL.

CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader, $11.37 hour starting.
Rewarding job for someone
who enjoys working with youth.
Here’s your opportunity to make
a difference in a child’s life.
Seeking candidates w/leadership,organization and problem
solving skills to implement
exciting after school programs.
Hours are M -F afternoons and
Sat. mornings. Candidates must
have a high school diploma or
equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit at
408-979-7826 or download at
www.cl.san-jose.ca.us/
VIETNAMESE/ENGLISH hum .resfjobs/d.htm.
SPEAKING
COUNSELOR
needed for Women’s Clinic. EARN $2500-$4500 storytelfing,
Knowledge of some medical ter- lip-synching & playing dodgeball!
minology, counseling experi- Jefunira Camp needs experienced,
ence with individual and group creative & energetic counselors.
about family planning & abortion Call 650-694-4650 for application.
a plus. Starting $12-$15/hr. Call
Christine Vo at 287-4090 or fax NOW HIRING RECREATION
Leaders $9-$11/hr, flex hours,
resume to 287-4393.
weekdays. Work with children in
S EARN EXTRA CASH S
the Los Gatos - Saratoga Area.
Up to $600/month
Contact Damon 0 408-354-8700
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Now hiring caring teachers.
Contact California Cryobank Experience a +. No experience?
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30 We will train you! Year-round
swim lessons in brand new
indoor teaching facility. AM, PM,
EMPLOYMENT
Weekday & Saturday positions
Summer only posibons
Recreation/Swim etc. available.
also available. Complimentary
athletic club membership included.
UFEGUARDS /Swim Instructors Apply at AVAC Swim School,
No experience necessary. Will 5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124.
train. Flexible hours. FT/PT. 408-445-4918. CALL TODAY!!!
Fun work environment. Close to Now Interviewing!!!
SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 34.
AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
If you enjoy being around the
SUMMER CAMP
water and want to be paid for it,
DIRECTORS & LEADERS
would you like to visit various then the YMCA of Santa Clara
attractions this summer and Valley has the job for you! We
make money doing it? Then the will train you to lifeguard and/or
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley instruct swim lessons. We have
is for you! We are looking for indoor and outdoor pools. Some
energetic, tun, friendly, outgoing advantages of the YMCA are:
individuals to lead our day camp flexible hours. competitive salary
programs as well as specialty and great benefits. we have fullcamps. Must be 18 years of time & part-time positions open.
age, enjoy working with kids, You must be at least 16 years of
have lots of energy and be a age, enjoy working with people,
good leader. Benefits include: and have the desire to give back
making new friends. excellent to the community. There are 8
resume resource, be a leader to locabons in the Santa Clara Valley
youth. have lots of fun. Training to choose from so Call 408is provided. Call 408-869-1010, 869-1010. Fax 408-351-6477 or
Fax 408-351-6477 or email Email YMCAJOB@scvyrnca.org.
ymcajob scvymca . org
for TRAINING PROVIDED.
more informabon.
ACTIVITY AIDES WANTED
tor Friday Evening Recreafional
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Respite Program for Children
Instructors needed
We will train
with Special Needs.
Call Easter Seals
Call YMCA
370-1877x18
408-295-0228.
SUMMER DAY CAMP Posibons,
FT, $10-$13 per hour. Work with
EMPLQYMENT
at-risk girls in East San Jose
Send resume to Girl Scouts of
Education/schools
Santa Clara County. Attn.
Rainbow. 1310 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose. CA 95128 or email DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
personnel 0 girlscoutsolscc.org school seeks responsible indior fax to 408-287-4025.
viduals for extended daycare.
Pa in the afternoon. No ECE
SUMMER CAMP Counselors units required. Previous expenDirectors Southwest YMCA ence with children preferred
in Saratoga is hiring for the Please call 244-1968 X 16
summer Excellent benefits. call
408-608-6833
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS*
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring Degree/Credenbal NOT Required.
warm, caring teachers for year- Opportunity for teaching exp.
round swimming lessons in our Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
brand-new. state-of-the-art indoor ext 408 EOE/AAE
facility. Experience a plus No
expenence7 We will train you. TEACHER. Chnsban Preschool.
Choose your hours - as few as 4 12 ECE units required. $12/hr.
or as many as 40 hours/week. benefits Call 296-2774
Morning, afternoon, evening &
Saturday positions available TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK. a
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic quality recreation program servClub, 5400 Camden Ave SJ - ing 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art games and group
(408) 445-4913
activities. FLEX HOURS, days.
eves. weekends. PT/FT. Team
WATER FITPESS
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
environment Benefits available,
FT/PT Hours Available
ECE units preferred. FAX
6am-8pm. MondayFriday
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark ludspark-centers. com,
Call EasterSeals
or call for interview 408-260-7929
408-295-0228
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
CASTILLEJA SCHOOL
AND
r.ier Carry lor Gds. Palo Alto
Camp Counselors Needed,
LOVE CHILDREN??
Come have a summer of FUN
TOP PAY!
and SUNSHINE’ Great pay. food Immediate perm/temp positions
and c.olleagies Call Nancy
as Teachers or Assistants at
Nagramada
650-328-3160x109 ECE & After School Programs.
nancy nagramada0castilleja org
(408) 287-3222
or visit www castilleja org

YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Assist.
Directors. Teachers, Aides, and
Elementary After -School Recreation Leaders for our After
School Enrichment Centers.
Prograrns located throughout San
Jose, Cupertino. Santa Clara,
Los Gatos, Saratoga, Campbell,
Evergreen, Milpitas & Berryessa.
Full & Part-Time positions available - hours flexible around
school. Fun staff teams, great
experience in working with children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE,
Educ, Rec. Psych, Soc. Phys
Ed &ler other related fields. For
more information & locations:
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax your resume to 4C6351-6477
Email: YMCAjob@scvyrnca.org

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
59.53-13 53/hr Saratoga School
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
& application Immediate Need
TEACH PART-TIME school
year & summer science/nature
programs to children. Youth
Science Institute. 408-356-4945
fax 408-358-3683 wwwys-ca.org
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hinng
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT
with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment! Please call
Tina @ 370-1877 x 29

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
w/ children w/ autism competitive pay. flex hrs Psy, Ed. OT,
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields
Anjlee 408-945-2336. menbon ad

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
Established Los Gatos agency
seeks warm caring students
for part arid full time
nanny positions
We list only the best jobs’
Hours flexible around schooi
from 15 hrs wk
$14-$18/HR
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
www spnannies com
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3 lines

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Please check /
one classification:

Name

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 . consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 . consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local retie apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Addiess

_ Lost and Found’
_Announcements
Phan.,
_Campus Cubs
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
Spartan Daily Classifieds
DiEovleunntiseers
San Jose State University
_For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_Autos For Sale
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
_Electronics
? Deadline 10 00 a.m two weekdays before publication.
_Wanted
le All ads are prepaid.
No refunds on canceled ads
_Employment
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
_Opportunities
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Gay

Slate

bp code

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Heallh,Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

TRAVEL

HOUSING
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORM APTS
Live in luxury & walk to school’
We offer a pool, spa, sauna. full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included. central A/C
Stop by today for a tour
Open Monday thru Saturday
THE COLONNADE
201 So 4th St 408-279-3639

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE PIZZA - 15 minutes of
your time to fill out a survey in
HGH 215 on any of these dates:
4/17 - 12-3, 4/18 - 3-4:30 or
4/19 - 11-12:30

FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w
YOUR PERSONALITY
Europe $249 o/w (+tax)
determines your happiness.
4standby.com or 800-397-1098 Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
for your free personality test

SERVICES

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdentalcom or
www.goldenwestdental.com

GRADUATION PORTRAITS
Actor Headshots
Bridal Portraits
Model Portfolios (call for into
on our next location shoot
in Las Vegas, 6/18-6/21)
CGO Photography, 97 Boston
Ave, San Jose. 408-971-3537.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Term Papers,
Group Projects, etc.
All formats, including APA.
Experienced. Dependable
Ouick Retum.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

HEALTH / BEAUTY

Juuluur:Quiurauurauuuuuraaaaaaualaaraci
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Two
Days
$7

TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
is a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to
be a nanny. We have many
types of positions available.
Part-time & full-time afternoon
positions: $15-$20/hour .2-3 full
days per week: $300 - $600/
week. Part-time momings. $15$204v. Full-bme off by 5 pm:
Up to $3500/month. *Part-time
& full-time summer positions.
South Bay, Perinstia & East Bay.
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
1-888.772-3999 www.tandcr.com

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is
WANTED
hiring P/T Teachers & Assistants, PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT
2-6pm, M -F. and a HT Director.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
DIRECTOR F/T: 15 ECE units 408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
to get $$PAID$$ to lose up
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
with four years of experience or
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
BA in Child Development with
Natural. Guaranteed.
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT
one year of experience.
Call (408) 793-5256.
Sport Injury, Work Injury
TEACHER P/T: 6 - 9 ECE units.
Chiropractic Health Care
SMART PEOPLE WANTED
ASSISTANTS P/T: No experito advertise in the
ence necessary, Soc., Rec., or Ask Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363
SPARTAN DAILY
Psych. units OK.
CLASSIFIEDS!!
Please call Maria Hernandez
AUTO FOR SALE
at 408-379-3200 x 21.
88 OLDS 4 dr Touring Sedan
INSURANCE
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK, Must see. New Mich tires. Blue
a quality recreation program leather int. $3200. Call 274-0728
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
serving
2-12
year
olds.
Lowest Down Payment
Responsibilities include proEasy Payment Plan
gram implementation, daily SHARED HOUSING
Good
Student Discount
operations & staff development.
International
Driver Welcomed
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
No Driver Refused
meet State of CA Title 22 Find Flooms & Roommates Online
Call
for
Free
Quotes
Regulabons. Flexible schedule #1 Roonvnate Matching Service
408-272-0312
FREE to search 100’s ads,
days. eves, weekends. Team
pnninsur
0
aol.com
FREE to place your ADI
environment. Benefits avail. FAX
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark kidspark-centers .com
or call tor interview 408-260-7929.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

One
Day
$5

PHN: 408-924-3277

ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. F/T & Pa positions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer
flexible hours. ECE units are
ADDR.COM
required for Teacher positions Leading Web Hosting and Web
but not req. for Aide positions.
Design Company
Excellent opportunity for Child Immediate Account Activation
Development majors. Please
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
call Cathy for an interview at
Saleseaddr.com
408-244-1968 or fax resume to
408-248-7350.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES LALL 408-924-3277

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
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5 Workers’
protection agcy
9 Frequent
14 Hull bottom
15 Read hastily
16 Occur
subsequently
17 Mountain in
Sicily
18 Lie in wait
19 Road
20 Yellow cheese
23 Makes lace
24 Vampire expert
Bram 27 Without thought
29 Hurled
30 Risk
32 Funny Foxx
33 French coin of
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34 Kitchen tools
38 Colorado Indian
39 Like romantic
nights
41 Baby pug
42 Wonderful thong
44 Cape - cottage
45 Trevi Fountain
coin
46 Property
48 Country minister
49 Ohio city
51 Bother
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OTT: Speaker recommends students reduce the levels of toxins in their homes PULITZER: Alumnus is first SJSU
continued from Page
household products.
"What we have here are the
results of 20 years of research
that show the surprising and
very alarming fact that we are
controlling the wrong sources of
pollution," Ott said.
Some of the most dangerous
household products, Ott said, are
cigarettes, cleaning solvents and
cooking fumes.
He said his research has indicated that levels of potentially
toxic compounds in those products, among others, become
much more concentrated indoors
than outdoors.
Gaseous air pollutants, such
as carbon monoxide and sulfur
dioxide, are present and can
become trapped in households
if they are not controlled, he
said.
Volatile organic compounds
such as benzene and tetrachloroethylene, which are found
in dry-cleaned clothes, air fresheners and deodorizers, also
appear in higher levels indoors,
he said.
"I don’t like generating the
hysterical, we’re-all -dying scene
at all," Ott said. "That doesn’t
make any sense. But if you’re
environmentally concerned, you
should be concerned about

PROTEST:

what’s going on under your nose
and under your children’s noses."
Many humans, Ott found,
have higher than expected levels
of the compounds in their bodies.
Exposure to those compounds
may lead to sickness or death.
Ott said he hopes to educate
students at the event about ways
to reduce the presence of compounds in their homes.
"The truth is, between you,
me and the door-post, we don’t
know what the real effect of
these chemicals are," he said.
"But you can reduce these things
easily. And if you can reduce
these things easily, wouldn’t it
make sense to do it without
knowing how dangerous they
are?"
Scot Rafkin is a San Jose
State University assistant professor of meteorology and chair
of the Environmental Forum,
which is sponsoring Ott’s visit.
"(The speech ) is important to
students for the same reason it’s
important to non -students,"
Rafkin said. "Because when
you’re attending classes or at
work or in your house, there are
hazards you might not know
about."
Rafkin said he wanted Ott to
lecture at SJSU because he is
able to speak in clear terms
about the subject.

"He’s the premier expert in
this field," Rafkin said. "So if you
want to hear about this topic,
he’s the one you want to hear."
Ott was an Environmental
Protection Agency researcher for
30 years before he began working at Stanford.
While at the EPA, he headed
the air, toxic and radiation monitoring team, where he pioneered
some of the first tests that measure how people are exposed to
pollutants.
In one of the tests, called personal monitoring, the subject
carries around a portable air pollution monitoring laboratory
that measures that person’s
exposure to pollutants.
According to Ott, this was one
of the first tests of its kind.
"This is a completely revolutionary, turn-it-upside-down -onits-head approach to measuring
pollutants than what has been
done for the past 30 years," he
said.
Ott said regulatory agencies
have traditionally focused on
measuring outdoor pollutants,
ignoring the indoor concentration of the same compounds.
The American public, therefore, feels that the environmental threats are limited to Superfund toxic waste sites and hazardous waste dumps, Ott said.

"It’s somehow well-known in
the scientific areas, but it’s not
well-known outside of the scientific areas," he said. "Somehow
the public is disconnected.
They’re following a myth, and I
don’t know how long it will take
to correct it. It might take a generation. It’s like learning to
write with your left hand instead
of your right."
Bob Bornstein, an SJSU
meteorology professor and Ott’s
friend of 25 years, recommended
that his friend speak at the lecture.
"He’s a very dynamic speaker,
has great visual aides, and he
can speak on different levels,"
Bornstein said. "In this case, he’s
speaking to college students who
don’t necessarily have a concentration in meteorology."
Ott recommended that students follow a few simple recommendations to reduce the levels
of toxic compounds in their
homes: avoid smoking indoors,
use better ventilation while
cooking and reduce wood burning and fireplace use.
"The biggest environmental
bang for your buck is to do those
simple things," Ott said. "Immediately you can tell that your
exposure to the chemicals and
your children’s exposure to these
chemicals are going down."

Marchers decry wide gap between haves and have-nots in the valley

continued from Page I

San Fernando, and a one-bedroom costs about $1,500 a
price that is way out of reach for
most students, Hazen said.
"It’s very limited as to who
could actually live there," Hazen
said. "It’s limited to elitists to live
there."
Sandy Perry, an outreach minister for the Community Homeloss Alliance Ministry, said the
organization began about 10
years ago by working with homeless people.
"We live in the richest valley,
and people are living out in the
streets that’s unacceptable,"
Perry said.
Perry said the Community
Homeless Alliance Ministry has
two goals: It wants the City
Council to pass a proposal that
would allocate 30 percent of its

redevelopment housing fund for
extremely low-income housing,
and it is seeking an interim measure that would make the
vacant, city-owned homes on
Fifth Street available for temporary housing for the homeless.
"There is no permanent source
for extremely low-income housing. The current call is for 2 percent of the need," Perry said.
"The question is if the city is
going to do something about it."
On April 3, Perry said 24 organizations supported a call for the
San Jose City Council to allocate
its funds to the proposal. However, Mayor Ron Gonzales stated
that he is inclined to reject it.
"Our plan is to convince him
that it’s a good idea," Perry said.
According to Perry, there are
about 10 or 12 empty houses on
Fifth Street.
Not all of them are livable, but

one house could put up half a holies not willing to make the
effort.
dozen families or more, he said.
The First Christian Church
"It’s expensive to live in this
houses homeless families, or valley," Weaver said. "After everyabout 50 people, 30 of’ whom are thing, you’re talking about some
serious money."
children.
He said the nation’s founding
"There’s a shortage. We’ve
been turning people away," Perry document, the Constitution,
said. "There’s a moral discon- states that people have the right
to life, liberty and the pursuit of
nect."
He said he hopes the march happiness, but people need a
will put enough pressure on the place to go home.
mayor to make a change.
"I don’t think it’s right to have
Dale Weaver, a member of people without adequate housSJSU’s Students for Justice, ing," he said.
He said students could become
agreed.
"I think that with a place such involved with the homeless.
’’Students
want
to
be
as San Jose, with a wealth of
resources and such a high stan- involved," Weaver said. "They
dard of living, it is criminal to just have to make a personal conhave people sleeping in a car and nection with somebody to get
crowding into churches to sleep involved. All they need to do is a
little research and meet the
on the floors." Weaver said.
He said many students stereo- homeless and see how much they
type homeless people as alco- are like us."

On Amtrak’s Capitol Corridor,
students get extra credit.

reporting graduate to receive the award
continued from Page
Willman, who graduated from
SJSU with a journalism degree
in 1978, won the award for his
reporting about unsafe drugs
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration.
"It was very gratifying and
very humbling," Willman said. "It
was an extremely important
work, and whether others were
going to bestow honors on it is
out of my control."
The 44-year-old investigative
reporter said he flew into Los
Angeles from his home in Maryland because he knew he was a
finalist for a Pulitzer. Willman
works out of the Washington,
D.C. bureau.
John Carroll, the L.A. Times
editor, said he knew when he
read the stories late last year
that something good was going to
come out of it.
"I would have felt terrible if he
hadn’t won, because his work
was so outstanding," Carroll
said. "Every now and then you
see a work that is Pulitzer caliber he is a reporter’s reporter.
You can’t snap your fingers and
get reporting of this level."
The announcement of the
Pulitzer Prize winners came
from the news wire Monday
morning.
Several hours after calls and
e-mails of congratulations had
poured in to the Times office,
Willman said he was still
shocked about the announcement.
"It is very much tempered by
the fact that a lot of people have
died unconsciously taking the
drugs. and I have gotten to know
the families," he said. "And this
award is not going to bring back
their loved ones."
Steve Wright, the assistant
managing features editor at the
San Jose Mercury News, who is
Willman’s colleague and former
Spartan Daily editor, was excited
to learn that his friend had won
one of the most prestigious
awards in journalism.
Wright said that at times, he
and Willman had reminisced
about how important their journalism classes were at SJSU and
how lucky they am to be practicing journalism on a daily basis.
"At the Daily, he was a tena-

cious reporter and someone who
respected the public’s right to
know," Wright said. "He’s always
doggedly gone after the government and a way to watchdog it
and regulate it."
Willman held positions as a
reporter and opinion editor in his
tenure at SJSU. After SJSU, he
went on to the Pasadena Star
News until 1983, then the Mercury News, where he worked for
the Peninsula, Sacramento and
Washington, D.C. bureaus until
1990. And in June of that year he
began working at the L.A. Times.
Elliott Almond, a San Jose
Mercury News sports reporter
and a former colleague at the
Times, said Willman has a lowkey approach to reporting.
"He isn’t high-strung or inyour-face," Almond said. "He has
a knack for uncovering scandals.
... San Jose State should be really proud."
David Grey, a former Spartan
Daily adviser and journalism
professor, said he was pleased to
learn of Willman’s achievements.
"I’m proud of him," said Grey,
who had a chance to congratulate Willman on Monday afternoon.
Grey said Willman thanked
him for his advice throughout
the years after he had left SJSU.
"We got away from the
teacher-student relationship,
and it was more of a friendship
and someone I know. And you
have to be happy for him."
"He had the best opinion
pages that we ever had that I
could remember," Grey said. "He
is very determined, aggressive,
and he also has strong morals."
Willman said early on in his
career he wanted to learn how
and why things worked or didn’t
work, and that he wanted to
bring the facts to the surface and
not play favorites or even act as
an advocate.
"I feel very privileged to be
able to do this kind of work,"
Willman said.
Bill Tillinghast, an SJSU
journalism professor and former
Spartan Daily adviser, said Willman has always been a talented
reporter and has established
himself in the field of journalism.
"I figured he would get one
sooner or later," Tillinghast said.

AMTRAK’S CAPITOL CORRIDOR

Students Save Big
Student Advantage Card
SIGN UP FOR YOUR STUDENT ADVANTAGE CARD
AND SAVE 15% ON AMTRAK’S CAPITOL CORRIDOR.

Frequent Traveler Discounts
THE MORE YOU RIDE ON THE CAPITOL CORRIDOR.
THE MORE YOU SAVE.

. mes1110111
Student Advantage Card discounts not applicabie in conjunction with certain other
woman:ma. offers Of discounts Seats may be limited ancl offers are based on
avaiksbIlity. Peak travel period blackouts. advanced ticketing and/or reservations end
other restrictions may apply Offers are non-refundabta after payment is mad*, and
ars subject to change fees where applicable Fares, routes and schedules ars subtect
to change without notice.
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Taking the Capitol Corridor is the hassle -free way to beat
you can get extra credit just for being a student.
Corridor
the traffic. hang out with your friends and enjoy your
Capitol
Amtrak’s
ride
who
Because. students
break from school.
trains anywhere between Auburn/ Sacramento. the Bay
So call 1 -800 -USA -RAIL for information on the
Area and San Jose save big in more ways than one.
Ways t_o)
Advantage Card. Or visit amtrakcapitols.com
Student
Card
You can sign up for the Student Advantage
on frequent traveler discount fares.
information
--for
Corridor.
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Amtrak’s
on
travel
off
and save 15%
And save big just for being a student.
or you can save with our discounts for frequent traveler..
FINALLY.
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LTake the train for a change.

